
Super Day Slips! 
 

Little by little we are learning about classroom routines and rules. I would like to share 
our classroom rules with you, as well as our “super day” system for managing and 
encouraging positive behavior. This is very much aligned with PBIS (Positive Behavior 
Interventions & Supports), a district wide effort (& implementation) to encourage positive 
behavior in the classroom through positive discipline vs punitive.  
 
Each day you should expect your child to come home with a small slip of green paper 
that says “super day!” meaning that your child followed the rules and exercised 
appropriate control throughout the day. Our classroom rules are: 
 
1. Follow directions the first time 
2. Raise your hand to speak 
3. Stay in your seat while learning 
4.    Make smart and safe choice 
5.   Be kind, respect each other and our classroom 
 
This clip (clothespin) system uses three colors: *Everyday, students have a new 
opportunity and will begin on “green.” They can “clip up” to blue or purple by going 
above and beyond classroom expectations. 

 
Purple: Great Job (3 super day slips for every “purple day” & difficult to earn) 
Blue: Good Day (2 super day slips for every “blue day”) 
Green: Ready to Learn (1 super day slip for every “green day”) 

**Collect 20 slips, turn them in to Mrs. Innocent & earn a “treasure chest” reward. 
 
If a student is having difficulty following the rules, I will first give a whole-class reminder 
about the rule. If another warning is required, an individual (or multiple) student will be 
asked to stop their behavior and I will re-state the expectation, always aligning it to our 
classroom rules and what the student should be doing to make our learning time most 
productive. If a student continues not to follow directions, I will take their clip off of our 
chart but keep it near by (or on my clothes) and students are able to earn their way back 
to the chart and green by demonstrating an ability to follow rules and listen to directions. 
This helps them gain control over their behavior. However, if they continue to 
demonstrate off-task behavior, they will lose their ability to earn their day and bring 
home their super green day slip. If they come home without their super day slip, it most 
likely means they did not have a super productive or “good” day but can try again the 
next day. If they claim to have earned it but accidently lost it, this might be true, however 
I do not keep track of who earns their slip each day and who does not. Therefore, I 
teach my students that it is their job to keep track of their slips-I do not give out extras 
for students claiming they lost theirs from previous days, etc. This is also a great way to 
generate responsibility for students. I do suggest using a Ziploc baggie from home to 
store them in, and then store that baggie in their backpack.  
 
If a student loses their clip off of the behavior chart entirely or for the remainder of the 
day due to behavior or poor choices, they might lose out on choice time at the end of the 
day depending on the day and if we are doing any sort of choice time. I do have “free 



choice Fridays” currently scheduled, however if our schedule allows time for it, I will 
begin allowing choice time more often or at the end of each day.  
 
Whole class reward systems: I have many positive reward systems in my classroom. 
We have class points (need to earn 10 points/acorns to earn a class party-these are 
difficult to earn). We also have table points (earn table points and when I decide to 
“count” them, the winning table group will get a treasure chest reward). I also write out 
“happy slips” which differ from super green day slips. Happy slips are jotted quickly onto 
post it notes and they are for any time or any day of me “catching” kids doing the right 
thing, picking up others papers or trash on the ground, or just following directions all day 
long. It helps me “notice” all of the students who are almost always on task doing what 
they are supposed to be doing. These slips then get drawn every Friday, and names of 
students that were drawn out, get to pick a treasure chest reward. I draw all slips by the 
end of the school year-fyi.  
 
You can support my efforts at home by letting your child know that you expect to see a 
green super day slip every day. I encourage children to take responsibility for their 
actions, so if your child does not come home with a super day, please ask your child to 
tell you about what happened. Offer praise for talking honestly about what happened at 
school. Talk about what he/she could do differently or better tomorrow to earn a super 
day.  Also, don’t forget to celebrate the super days and your child’s hard work!  Don’t 
forget: keep the super day slips safe in order to redeem them later! 
 
Thank you for supporting me at home with this system and I hope this helps clear some 
things up in case you were wondering what those slips were all about! J  
 
 
 
 
Best,  
 
Mrs. Innocent  
Ranice.innocent@shorelineschools.org  
 


